Abstract-The problem of path planning for mobile sensors with the task of target monitoring is considered. A receding horizon optimal control approach based on the information filter is presented, where the limited field of view of the sensor can be modeled by introducing binary variables. The resulting nonlinear mixed integer problem to be solved in each sample, with no apparent tractable solution, is shown to be equivalent to a problem that robustly can be solved to global optimality using off-theshelf optimization tools.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HIS letter addresses the problem of finding a path for a mobile sensor in a bounded environment such that the sensor collects measurements that maximize the information gain of targets in the area. This problem is known as informative path planning (IPP) [1] and can be considered as a variant of classical motion planning for a certain choice of objective function. In classical motion planning, the objective is typically to find the shortest path between the locations, whereas IPP seeks to maximize the information gain subject to budget constraints that limit the number of measurements that can be collected. Since the increase in knowledge about the targets that is possible to acquire in the future depends on what is already known, IPP can be considered as a feedback loop to the data fusion process and it is thus closely related to the field of sensor management [2] .
A simplification of the IPP problem is the problem of sensor scheduling or sensor selection. Instead of planning an informative path for a mobile sensor, the sensors are static and the challenge is to select when to use which sensor. This problem has been studied extensively and several efficient approaches have been proposed [3] - [5] . Another IPP problem, path planning for target tracking, is studied in [6] .
IPP problems are usually posed as optimization problems that in general are nonconvex due to nonlinear sensor models, motion models or information representation, which means that a globally optimal solution typically can not be guaranteed. Locally optimal solutions are however obtainable using numerical optimization [7] , [8] , sampling-based techniques [9] or information-theoretic approaches [10] - [12] .
The papers [5] , [13] , [14] discuss how the globally optimal sensor trajectory can be computed if the control input is restricted to a discrete set of admissible controls, and also develop approximate algorithms with suboptimality guarantees. The main result of this letter is a theorem that can be used to reformulate a class of IPP problems such that globally optimal trajectories are obtained, without restricting the control input to a discrete set.
In this letter, it is assumed that a mobile sensor can obtain linear measurements of targets that are within field of view (FoV) of the sensor, and the IPP problem is formulated as a mixed integer semidefinite program, or to be more specific, a mixed binary semidefinite program. If the computational burden is ignored, the most straightforward approach to compute the optimal solution to a problem of this type is to perform an exhaustive search, in which a convex problem is solved for each possible combination of the binary variables. The global solution is then the one that gives the smallest optimal value. The number of convex problems that need to be solved increases exponentially with the number of binary variables, which means that the cost of performing an exhaustive search quickly becomes overwhelming. This letter uses branch-and-bound (BnB) [15] to avoid enumerating all possible combinations.
BnB methods maintain lower and upper bounds on the global objective value by solving subproblems of the original problem, usually obtained using convex relaxations. Hence, the proposed algorithm can be terminated at any time with a certificate that limits the level of suboptimality.
The contribution of this letter is an approach to generate globally optimal trajectories for a mobile sensor. We formulate an IPP problem as a receding horizon optimal control problem with a matrix-valued state that represents the acquired information and show that the resulting nonconvex optimization problem can be solved to global optimality, or to a userdefined certified level of suboptimality, using off-the-shelf optimization tools.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
This section defines the sensor and target models, and proposes a receding horizon control approach to the informative path planning problem.
A. Motion and Measurement Models
Consider a mobile sensor, where the dynamics are governed by the following linear sensor motion model:
where x k is the sensor state and u k is the control input. The set of feasible states is denoted by X and the set of admissible controls is denoted by U. The task of the mobile sensor is to monitor properties of a number of targets i ∈ {1, . . . , M} at known locations p i . Each target remains at its static location, but its property of interest is assumed to evolve according to a linear model
where z i k is the state of target property i and w i k is assumed to be a white Gaussian noise process with covariance E{w i k w iT k } = Q k 0. The matrix F k is assumed to be nonsingular.
The sensor acquires information about the target properties through imperfect observations modeled by the following sensor measurement model:
where y k is the measurement obtained by the sensor and e i k represents the measurement error, which is assumed to be a white Gaussian noise process with covariance E{e i k e iT k } = R k 0. It is also assumed that the measurement noise for different target properties are independent. The matrix H(x k , p i ) is a function of the state of the mobile sensor and the location of the target, which can be used to model the fact that the sensor can observe only the targets that are in the vicinity of its position.
The information gain from observations can be represented in various forms. The information filter [16] is suitable when the distribution of the state vector can be approximated with a Gaussian distribution. It makes use of an information matrix I to represent the accuracy of the state estimate. With the evolution of the target state given by (2) and the sensor measurement model given by (3), the measurement and time update equations of the information matrix in an information filter are given by
The interpretation of (4) is that the information gained from a new measurement is captured by the term
, the information accumulated in all measurements until time k is represented by I k|k , and that the time update implies forgetting some of the old information. By
, the recursion can be written in a more compact form:
Note that the information matrix recursion does not depend on the actual measurements. Hence, it is possible to use the information filter in order to estimate the accuracy of future estimates without knowing the measurements.
B. The Informative Path Planning Problem
The objective of the informative path planning problem is to maximize the information acquired by the mobile sensor, reflected by a suitable performance measure. Unlike a classical motion planning problem, the goal is not to find a path to a given goal state but rather to find a path from where the sensor can obtain maximally informative measurements. Various measures could be used, but in general the objective function can be defined as a function of the information matrices, the state of the mobile sensor and the control inputs:
where l k (·) and m(·) are the stage costs and the terminal cost respectively, and N is the planning horizon.
We are now ready to state the problem. A receding horizon approach is employed and a finite horizon optimal control problem that can be formulated as follows is solved repeatedly. Given an initial statex 0 of the mobile sensor and an initial information matrixĪ 0 , the optimization problem to be solved is in the form
It should be noted that I k and x k can be computed from u. However, as commonly done in model predictive control (MPC), introducing these as auxiliary decision variables connected by constraints provides a more favorable problem structure. Due to the nonlinear equality constraints reflecting the evolution of the information matrix, the above planning problem can be regarded as a finite horizon optimal control problem for a nonlinear system. It is thus a nonconvex problem and only suboptimal solutions can be guaranteed in practice. In this letter, it is shown that the problem (7) under reasonable assumptions can be reformulated and solved to global optimality.
III. MODELING
This section discusses the choice of objective function and assumptions regarding how the sensor can observe the targets, and presents the optimization problem solved in each iteration of the receding horizon control loop.
A. Objective Function 1) Information Measures:
We seek to maximize the acquired information, which means that a scalar measure of the information matrix I is needed for the objective function in (7) . The use of scalar measures of information matrices occurs also in the field of experiment design [17] , e.g., in the A-and D-optimality criteria.
The most widely used scalarization is the D-optimality criterion, which seeks to maximize the determinant of the information matrix. This has a geometric interpretation as it corresponds to minimizing the volume of the resulting confidence ellipsoid. An equivalent convex criterion is to minimize
where n is the dimension of I. The A-optimality seeks to minimize the trace of the inverse of the information matrix,
which results in minimizing the total variance of the estimates. A semidefinite programming (SDP) formulation of the A-optimality criterion is obtained by introducing an auxiliary variable T and minimizing tr(T) subject to
Several other scalarizations could be employed; [18] gives a thorough analysis of scalar performance measures for the Kalman filter and information filter.
2) Penalties on States and Inputs:
The objective function could also contain penalties on the state of the mobile sensor or the control input, e.g., to avoid large deviations from a pre-planned path or other unnecessary maneuvers.
3) Full Objective Function: For the remainder of this letter, a weighted D-optimality criterion is used for the information matrices. The weight parameters α i k are introduced to allow for prioritization of certain targets or promoting trajectories that acquire information at an early stage of the process. For the state of the mobile sensor and the control input, quadratic stage costs with weighting matrices V x and V u are used. Thus, for M targets, the stage and terminal costs are given by
where
and n is the size of I k . The above stage and terminal costs are separable in I, x, and u, and yield a convex objective function.
B. Information Gain Model
The observation model (3) is assumed linear given that the target is within the FoV of the sensor, V k , (12) where e i k is Gaussian measurement noise, and that no information is obtained when it is not within the FoV. The discrete nature of the measurement model is modeled by introducing
is assumed a convex function. Using this notation, and denoting the information gain from an observation
To simplify the optimization problem, δ i k will be treated as decision variables connected to the sensor state via constraints enforcing the FoV interpretation. Big-M constraints [19] ,
with M δ large enough are used to realize this.
C. Optimization Problem
With the information gain model and the objective function presented in the previous sections, the optimization problem that is solved in each sample of the receding horizon control loop is
Even with a convex objective function, the problem (15) is an NP-hard mixed integer program and the fact that the problem has nonlinear equality constraints means that a straight-forward relaxation of the integer constraints results in a nonconvex problem. In the next section, we show that (15) can be reformulated into a problem that can be solved to global optimality using off-the-shelf solvers.
IV. COMPUTING GLOBALLY OPTIMAL SOLUTIONS
This section derives a mixed integer semidefinite program that is equivalent to (15) and shows that this problem can be solved to global optimality using BnB.
A. Convex Reformulation of the Nonlinear Equality Constraints
The nonlinear equality constraints of (15) are nonconvex, as equality constraints in a convex optimization problem need to be affine [20] . Here, we show that they, in the problem of interest, can be relaxed to convex nonlinear inequality constraints and that the obtained problem is equivalent to the original nonconvex problem. The following definition will be needed.
Definition 1 (Matrix Increasing, Extension of [20] ): Suppose T ⊆ S n and let denote the generalized inequality associated with the positive semidefinite cone. A function f : S n → S m is called matrix increasing on T if
Matrix decreasing is defined analogously. With this as background, the main result of this letter can now be formulated.
Theorem 1: Suppose that f k 0 : S n → R, k = 1, . . . , N are matrix decreasing on S n ++ , and that f k : S n → S n , k = 0, . . . , N − 1, are finite-valued functions that are matrix increasing on S n ++ , and that c ∈ S n ++ . Then, the optimal solution to the problem
coincides with the optimal solution to the problem
Proof: See the Appendix. Consider a simplified version of the problem (15) with each of the binary variables δ i k given and fixed. This problem is then separable in I and (x, u) and it is thus possible to optimize over I separately from (x, u). When optimizing over I, the relevant part of the objective function consists of the functions f k 0 (I) = −(det I) 1/n , which are matrix decreasing on S n ++ [20] . Moreover, the information matrix recursion f I (·) has been shown to be matrix increasing [21] , and given max |eig J k | < ∞, it is also finite-valued. Hence, the simplified problem fulfills the requirements for Theorem 1, which means that the equality constraints representing the information matrix recursion can equivalently be replaced by inequality constraints.
Furthermore, since Q k is positive definite and Q −1 k thus exists, by applying the Woodbury matrix identity [22] and the Schur complement [20] to each of these inequalities, the inequality constraints involving both I and its inverse I −1 can be replaced by linear matrix inequalities involving I only:
By inserting this into (15) , an equivalent problem is obtained:
which is a mixed integer semidefinite program. This means that the problem (15), for any given combination of the binary variables δ i k is equivalent to a convex SDP problem where the equality constraints representing the information matrix recursion are replaced by (18) . Since the combination of binary variables is arbitrary, the reasoning holds for all sequences of δ and hence, the mixed integer problem in (15) can equivalently be reformulated using inequality constraints.
B. Obtaining the Solution Using BnB
In theory, the globally optimal solution to (19) could be obtained by solving the corresponding SDP problem for each of the possible combinations of the binary variables δ i k , and pick the solution that results in the smallest objective value. However, as the number of possible combinations increases exponentially with the planning horizon N and the number of targets M, this is likely to be computationally intractable.
In order to keep the computational complexity at a reasonable level, a BnB method is employed [15] . A prerequisite for the method to be meaningful is that convex relaxations are obtained when the binary constraints, δ i k ∈ {0, 1}, are relaxed to interval constraints, δ i k ∈ [0, 1]. If the binary constraints in the original formulation (15) are relaxed to interval constraints, the obtained relaxation is a nonconvex problem and of little use in BnB. However, using Theorem 1, the original problem can be equivalently reformulated into a form (19) where the relaxations turn out to become convex problems, or more specifically, they turn out to be SDPs. This means that BnB can be used to efficiently solve (19) to global optimality, or alternatively to any user-defined certified level of suboptimality. Furthermore, the equivalence between the problems implies that their optimal solutions coincide, and that the globally optimal solution to (15) can be obtained by solving (19) .
V. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, the performance of the proposed algorithm is compared to the performance of the RIG-tree algorithm from [9] . The RIG-tree algorithm was implemented in Python while the optimization problems in our approach were solved in MATLAB 2017b using YALMIP's BnB solver [23] which uses MOSEK [24] to solve the convex relaxations. All simulations were run on a laptop with a 2.6 GHz Intel i7 processor with 16 GB of RAM running Ubuntu 16.04.
Two scenarios, illustrated in Fig. 1 , with two stationary targets are considered. The property of interest of both targets evolve according to a random walk model with F k = I, where the process noise is ten times larger for target 1 (upper left) than for target 2:
The state of the mobile sensor represents its position and velocity, and the control input corresponds to its acceleration. A receding horizon approach with prediction horizon N = 10 is employed, the sampling time is T s = 1, and the control input is limited to u k ∈ U = {u | −1 ≤ u ≤ 1}. The sensor's FoV is a circle centered in the sensor. Moreover, the information gained from a measurement is the identity matrix, J k = I, the cost matrices are V x = diag(0, 0, 0.1, 0.1) and V u = 0, and the parameters α i k = 1. Hence, there is a small penalty on the velocity of the mobile sensor and no penalty on the control input. Fig. 1 shows the optimized trajectories obtained using the mixed integer SDP formulation proposed in this letter. In Scenario 1, the sensor moves as fast as possible to a point from where both targets are visible, where it remains still. In Scenario 2, there is no such point. Instead, the sensor makes a quick visit to target 2 and then spends most time near the target with high process noise covariance. Fig. 2 illustrates how the objective function of the first planning iteration improves as a function of the computation time for the proposed approach and the RIG-tree algorithm. Since the RIG-tree is a sampling-based method that returns different results each time it is called, and the performance in terms of objective value thus varies, Monte Carlo simulations are used to generate the relevant data.
BnB quickly finds a feasible solution which is nearly as good as the best solution found by the RIG-tree in all simulations and significantly better than the average solution. When given more time, BnB finds a better solution than the RIG-tree and also proves that it is the globally optimal solution. In contrast to our approach, the RIG-tree does not provide a certificate regarding the level of suboptimality, which means that there is a risk of obtaining a poor solution (upper dashed line) without knowing that.
VI. CONCLUSION
This letter formulates an informative path planning problem as a receding horizon optimal control problem with nonlinear equality constraints, that at first glance seems intractable to solve to global optimality. However, the optimization problem is shown to be equivalent to a mixed integer SDP that robustly can be solved to global optimality using off-the-shelf optimization tools. Two illustrative simulations are provided to demonstrate that intuitively sound trajectories are computed. The proposed method provides global optimality guarantees and can be prematurely aborted once any user-defined level of suboptimality has been reached. These benefits have been confirmed in a numerical study.
APPENDIX PROOF OF THEOREM 1
Note that a problem equivalent to (17) can be obtained by introducing slack variables ε 0 , . . . , ε N and replacing each inequality constraint in (17) with an equality constraint and a positive semidefiniteness constraint. This yields the following equivalent problem
We will now show that the optimal choice of the slack variables in (20) is ε k = 0, k = 0, . . . , N and that the inequality constraints of (17) are satisfied with equality at optimality. We begin by optimizing over some of the variables, namely the final variables x N and ε N . To do this, we introduce the function f 0 : S n → R, which we assume is matrix decreasing on S n ++ , and make use of the following help problem minimize 
which has the same structure as the original problem (20) ; the second term of the objective function is matrix decreasing, as it is a matrix decreasing function of a matrix increasing function, the constraint functions are matrix increasing and finite-valued, and c ∈ S n ++ . The procedure of optimizing over, and eliminating, the final variables can thus be applied repeatedly until all variables except x 0 have been eliminated, which eventually gives an equivalent problem
which has the trivial unique and finite solution x 0 = c. This means that the unique optimal solution to (20) and thus also (17) is given by x 0 = c, x k+1 = f k (x k ), ε k = 0, k = 0, . . . , N, and that x k , by induction, is finite for all k.
Note that the constraints of (17) are relaxations of the constraints of (16) . Hence, the feasible set for (16) is a subset of the feasible set for (17) and the optimal value for (16) can thus not be lower than the optimal value for (17) . Since x 0 = c, x k+1 = f k (x k ), k = 0, . . . , N − 1, is an optimal solution to (17) and feasible for (16) , it must also be an optimal solution to (16) . Hence, the optimal solution to (17) coincides with the optimal solution to (16) , which concludes the proof.
